The Wycliffe Bible Commentary is a commentary on the whole Bible written and edited by scholars representing a wide cross-section of American Protestant Christianity.

My Personal Review:
this is one of my favorite one-volume bible commentaries. the other is Nelson's Compact Series: Compact Bible Commentary. it presents each book of the bible with a brief but thorough introduction covering the title, nature, authorship etc. then gives a short outline and gets right into the commentary. they used almost fifty different writers from more than fifteen denominational backgrounds with no editorial pressure to bring everyone into one conforming viewpoint. at the end of each book there is a bibliography giving a list of works they have referred to and those which can be of further use in any one’s studies. being a verse by verse commentary as opposed to a chapter by chapter one, this volume will help you understand the meaning of the text of scripture more thoroughly.
a good tool to go too first in your bible study and for quick reference when you need help to explain or understand something more extensively.
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